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Abstract: Researchers must read and understand a large volume of technical papers, including patent
documents, to fully grasp the state-of-the-art technological progress in a given domain. Chemical
research is particularly challenging with the fast growth of newly registered utility patents (also
known as intellectual property or IP) that provide detailed descriptions of the processes used to
create a new chemical or a new process to manufacture a known chemical. The researcher must be
able to understand the latest patents and literature in order to develop new chemicals and processes
that do not infringe on existing claims and processes. This research uses text mining, integrated
machine learning, and knowledge visualization techniques to effectively and accurately support
the extraction and graphical presentation of chemical processes disclosed in patent documents. The
computer framework trains a machine learning model called ALBERT for automatic paragraph
text classification. ALBERT separates chemical and non-chemical descriptive paragraphs from a
patent for effective chemical term extraction. The ChemDataExtractor is used to classify chemical
terms, such as inputs, units, and reactions from the chemical paragraphs. A computer-supported
graph-based knowledge representation interface is developed to plot the extracted chemical terms
and their chemical process links as a network of nodes with connecting arcs. The computer-supported
chemical knowledge visualization approach helps researchers to quickly understand the innovative
and unique chemical or processes of any chemical patent of interest.

Keywords: chemical utility patents; knowledge graph visualization; text mining; machine learning;
bidirectional encoder representations (ALBERT); chemical manufacturing process visualization;
IP analytics

1. Introduction

Researchers studying new materials or novel chemical processes rely on prior art in
published technical documents and patented processes registered with patent agencies,
such as the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) or the European Patent
Office (EPO). Reading lengthy technical documents to distinguish between the non-obvious
and original chemical processes from the obvious and nonoriginal processes is a significant
challenge. The researcher must be capable of organizing the experimental steps, under-
standing patent claims, and recognizing if processes used in-house may be infringing on
the rights of others. If there is infringement, then the manufacturer must approach the
owner to either buy the IP or acquire a license for the chemical process to continue the
development of a new product for the company. Both the product and the process to make
the product may not be new, and the ownership rights may have expired after a period
of about twenty years. The cost and time delays increase if development money is spent
re-inventing outdated processes or failing to discover that the process or rights to make the
new chemical must be purchased directly by buying ownership of the patent or negotiating
a license agreement to manufacture with the patent owner’s consent and terms. Expired
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patents and prior art literature may be useful for research but may not represent the most
cost-effective and currently accepted safety practices and standards of manufacturing.
The currently registered chemical utility patent documents must be reviewed in a timely
manner for effective research and development (R&D). The descriptions of the chemical
processes are not always clearly described in the research literature and patents. The major
challenge for researchers in any given field is the required reading and reviewing of huge
numbers of documents (both patent and non-patent literature), which dilutes and delays
the researchers’ inventive R&D progress [1,2]. In a competitive market, the sooner the
product is developed, the better it will perform [3]. This research focuses on developing
a computer-supported patent knowledge graph generation system to effectively depict
chemical process knowledge. The creation of a visual and logical knowledge-based process
graph helps untangle the descriptive text of a chemical utility patent. The knowledge
graph shortens the time spent by researchers on prior-art reviews and enables researchers
to devote more time to pursue novel and patentable research endeavors.

IP analytics includes text mining techniques, such as high term frequency (TF) word
extraction and stop word removal (words with low knowledge relevance, such as pronouns
and special characters), to speed up the classification, ranking, and clustering of the
information under topics within a knowledge domain. IP analytic tools are effective in
assisting researchers to summarize documents and provide an abstract of keywords that
represent the essential content. The text is processed and analyzed by computer algorithms,
and researchers read the abstract output, which saves time and creates a logical structure
of the domain knowledge. There are limitations when using traditional text mining and IP
analytic techniques to process chemical literature [4,5]. The traditional method of word
tokenization tends to break down specific chemical terms incorrectly. When chemical
noun phrases, such as sodium chloride are divided into sodium and chloride, the meaning
is completely different, resulting in an incorrect representation of the chemical formula
for salt. The traditional method treats numbers as a stop word and removes numbers
that do not have a relationship to the domain, such as the numbering of text sections.
However, this approach is not applicable to chemical nouns or noun phrases. If the stop
word algorithm removes the numbers originally used to describe the atomic structure and
molecular weights, this will omit important information identifying the chemicals and
lower the effectiveness of text mining the processes. Therefore, it is necessary to process
chemical terms in a non-traditional way to correctly represent the information in this
domain.

In order to correctly extract chemical-related content from text and to accelerate
computer execution, our research integrates IP text analytics with machine learning for
text paragraph classification. The approach identifies chemical-related and non-chemical-
related paragraphs and pre-selects the chemical-related text for extracting chemical terms
and processes. By extracting chemical-related paragraphs using machine learning, the sys-
tem can act autonomously without relying on researchers to read and classify the text and
paragraphs. In addition, classifying the important paragraphs using a machine learning
model reduces the time spent on text mining. The system only analyzes the paragraphs
classified by the model as a chemical process instead of the whole patent, reducing the
computation time with improved results. A tool specifically designed to extract chemical
terms and related verbs for chemical nouns and noun phrases are abstracted from the para-
graphs describing the processes, which yields the chemical knowledge domain keywords
to create a corpus. For example, ChemDataExtractor had been used by researchers for
article retrieval, data extraction, data cleaning, data post-processing, and evaluation [6].
Traditionally, using a computer system for IP analytics and document abstraction is often
limited to the knowledge classification and clustering of important keywords within the
text. The graphical representation of patent/IP knowledge, particularly for chemical pro-
cesses, is a valuable computer-supported function. Some chemical process research [7]
has started to show the graph-based modeling potential for the visualization of chemical
process knowledge, although using the machine learning approach to help effectively and
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accurately generate the graph-based knowledge representation for chemical-related patents
needs much more research and development. For example, NetworkX is a python pack-
age for the study of complex networks [8]. Therefore, this study emphasizes graphically
presenting the chemical process described in patent text in order to increase the intuitive
understanding of a chemical patent selected by the user.

The paper is organized into several sections. In Section 2, the literature related to
machine learning (ML) for natural language processing (NLP), classification, and graph-
based knowledge representation (GKR) is reviewed. In Section 3, the framework for
the methodology and step-by-step ML and GKR techniques are explained. Section 4
presents the case example of computer-supported generation of graph-based knowledge
representation disclosed in polymer patents. Finally, the research outcomes, contributions,
conclusions, and future research are discussed. Our purpose is to better enable researchers
to understand the chemical parts of a patent. Chemical parts are represented by graphs
with nodes and lines. With the assistance of graphs, researchers can quickly comprehend
the process. Moreover, graphs are also comparable, which enables researchers to discuss
the similarity and differences of patents.

2. Literature Review

This research emphasizes three key methodologies as essential modules for computer-
supported chemical patent knowledge graph generation. These methodologies are machine
learning modeling for natural language processing (NLP), chemical process-related text
mining, and knowledge graph creation. NLP machine learning is used by the ALBERT
model for semantic text classification. The training and testing procedure of a specific
ALBERT model for chemical-related and non-chemical-related paragraph classification are
described in Section 3. The case example of a polymer patents’ chemical and non-chemical
paragraph classification is provided in Section 4. For chemical-related paragraph chemical
text mining, the ChemDataExtractor is reviewed and added to the system development
framework with a case demonstration in Sections 3 and 4. The knowledge graph approaches
are discussed in Section 2.3 and describe the NetworkX spring layout graph for chemical
process visualization.

2.1. Chemical Text Mining

The objective of preprocessing for chemical text mining is to retrieve tokenized chemi-
cal names and text so the algorithm can train the word vectors [9–13]. The first step is to
download papers from a website within the domain of interest. The ALBERT algorithm
parses the HTML/XML to clean up the text and treat chemical names as a single unit.
Finally, the project trains the word vectors [14]. The process of chemical text mining is
to determine the paragraphs within the patent that describe the manufacturing process
steps and then analyze the labels. ALBERT segments the paragraphs in the document
and creates a database. Next, the ChemDataExtractor codifies the words extracted by the
natural language process sequence as shown in Figure 1.
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Machine learning methods are used in the chemical domain and directly extract rela-
tionships among text in the raw data [15–18]. The tool Chemical Tagger is frequently used
for chemical text mining [19] and parses text while classifying the chemical information
(e.g., reactant, solvent) in the text files [20,21]. Chemical Tagger can be used to define
relationships with actions, such as heated and stirred. The common tools include OSCAR4,
SpaCy, and ChemDataExtractor [22]. In this article, ChemDataExtractor is the text mining
algorithm used in the case examples given its extensive use in peer-reviewed academic
articles.

ChemDataExtractor is a tool for automatically extracting chemical information from
scientific documents and provides a wide range of state-of-the-art natural language pro-
cessing algorithms [23,24] to interpret the English language text of scientific documents.
The state-of-the-art methods include a chemistry-aware part-of-speech (POS) tagger, a
named entity recognizer that combines conditional random fields and dictionaries, a rule-
based grammar for phrase parsing [25], and a word clustering algorithm to improve the
performance of unsupervised machine learning [26,27]. The ChemDataExtractor extracts
information from semi-structured tabulated data using a table parser and resolves data
interdependencies between information extracted from different parts of a document by
using document-level post-processing algorithms.

The algorithm uses tokenization, word clustering, part of speech tagging, a chemical
named entity recognition, phrase parsing, and chemical identifier disambiguation. During
the tokenization procedure, text data passages are transformed into sentences and then
split into individual words and punctuation, allowing a flow of tokens that are suitable
for NLP [28]. The Brown word clustering algorithm generates a pattern of the hierarchical
grouping of words based on the contexts in which they occur and improves the perfor-
mance of part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition [26]. POS tagging nominates
a tag to each token that represents its syntactic function. Chemical named entity recogni-
tion [29,30] uses a CRF (conditional random field)-based recognizer for chemical names
and is combined with a dictionary-based recognizer to improve performance by removing
trivial terms and trade names [31]. The parsing process prevents a single sentence from
being parsed in different ways to produce different meanings. Finally, chemical identifier
disambiguation shows a series of mappings between their matching full, unabbreviated
names and abbreviations. The mapping results combine information that is defined with
regard to dissimilar identifiers into single nodes for each particular chemical entity. This
tool can extract chemical data from documents automatically, taking less effort and time
to simplify the creation of large chemical databases. The ChemDataExtractor consists of a
modular document procedure channel for POS analysis [26].

2.2. Paragraph Classification

BERT (bidirectional encoder representations from transformers) is a two-way encoder
representation transformer [32,33]. This is the language model that Google uses in un-
supervised learning with a large number of unannotated texts. The model makes use of
transformers, which is an encoder that reads the text input and a decoder that produces a
prediction for the task. The results depend on many model parameters, so the time and
resource costs required to train a set of BERT models are very large, and even the final
complex model may not be effective.

ALBERT (a lite bidirectional encoder representations from transformers) is a refined
BERT model proposed by Google in 2020 [34]. It uses several optimization strategies
to obtain a much smaller model than BERT. ALBERT achieves the effect of reducing
the parameters by reducing the dimensionality of the embedding part through matrix
decomposition. The formula is described as follows: V is for vocabulary size, E is for
embedding size, and H is for hidden size:

Parameter size O(V × H)→ Parameter size O(V × E + E × H) (1)
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Figure 2 shows the one-hot vector input of BERT. The first projection indicates that
there is no interaction between words. Therefore, the first projection does not require
high-dimension vectors.
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Figure 3 below is an improvement of ALBERT, which breaks the one-hot vector into
two different matrices, and fewer parameters are needed. The advantage is that the context-
independent expression of the word and the context-dependent expressions are unlocked.
Therefore, the context-dependent expressions can be increased, which means the network
becomes wider. Using a one-hot vector requires fewer parameters to be set for the first
mapping.
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Another way for ALBERT to reduce the number of parameters is to share parameter
settings between multiple layers. There are three ways of parameter sharing: sharing
only the parameters of the feed-forward network, sharing only the parameters selected
and sharing all parameters. ALBERT shares all parameters by default. ALBERT improves
parameter setting efficiency, self-supervised learning tasks, and model capacity. To reduce
the complexity of the word vector space, ALBERT shares weights and creates a composite
matrix to reduce parameters.
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2.3. Graph Visualization

The research uses graph visualization to present the experimental process using
NetworkX, a python program that enables an improved layout to visualize the chemical
process flow.

2.3.1. NetworkX

NetworkX is a network construction tool based on graph theory. For easy analysis
of complex network data and simulation models, NetworkX has algorithms for complex
network analysis and graph visualization. By using NetworkX, the project can perform
network visualizing, analyze the network architecture, save networks by using normalized
and non-normalized data formats, create network calculations, construct a wide variety
of classic networks and random networks, and develop network models [35]. Simple
undirected graphs, multigraphs, and directed graphs are supported by NetworkX. In
addition, it contains many graph algorithms. The boundary value dimension is unlimited,
and nodes in the graph can be created by any data. The tool is easy to use and is rich in
functions. NetworkX uses graphs as the basic data structure. Graphs can be generated by
programs, online data sources, files, and databases [36].

2.3.2. Spring Layout

Force-directed algorithms are also known as spring embedders. They are flexible meth-
ods for calculating graph layouts. A graph layout is calculated by using the information
contained within the graph’s structure. A spring layout can be drawn with these algorithms
(Figure 4). Applying force-directed algorithms, graphs are aesthetically more pleasing and
symmetric for visualization [37]. The nature of the spring embedding model has three main
points. First, edges are springs with a constant ideal length. Second, nodes repel each other
(repulsive force). Third, edges cannot be arbitrarily long (attractive force) [38]. In terms of
Hooke’s law in physics, to achieve the ideal state of a spring, the spring force is linear in
length and convergence. That is, a state of force balance is reached and is calculated using
coordinates pu, pv for each node u and v, and lengths le for each edge e:

repulsive force : frep (u, v) =
l2
uv

||pu − pv||
· ⇀
pu pv (2)

attractive force : fattr (u, v) =
||pu − pv||2

le
· ⇀
pu pv for (u, v) = e ∈ E (3)Processes 2021, 9, 1342 7 of 16 
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For the iterate calculation, calculate the force vector F(v) of each node v and then move
each node v according to the force vector:

pv + δ·F(v)→ pv (4)

Using the spring layout, the graph is presented as a symmetrical structure, which
helps visualize chemical processes that require reading graphical details consisting of
chemical names and processes in a logical order.

3. Methodology

The structure and framework for the computer-supported chemical patent knowledge
graph generator are shown in Figure 5. The first step is to download the hypertext markup
language (HTML) of a chemical patent of interest from Google Patent. Using the HTML file,
the irrelevant HTML instructions for markup are excluded leaving the source text. After
extracting the chemical patent text designating the paragraphs that describe the chemical
steps, ChemDataExtractor is used to extract keywords and label the text in each sentence.
Four process labels are used, including target, precursor, operations, and condition. The
labeled words are stored in the database. The system places the words stored in each grid
in the database as a node, displays different colors for each label, and then connects to the
nodes. The system sets target, precursor, and operations as main nodes and conditions
as sub-nodes. The extractor algorithm places each node with a solid line according to the
sequence of the steps, while the sub-nodes are connected to the main nodes with a dotted
line. Finally, the entire graph ends in the final chemical output.
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As shown in Figure 6, the system workflow begins with retrieving the HTML file of
any patent on the web for the patent’s text extraction. The sentence tokenization splits the
sentences and analyzes whether the sentences belong to the chemical process description
classification. The sentences are labeled as part of chemical paragraphs, and the sentences
that are part of non-chemical paragraphs are omitted. After finishing the identification
and recognition of chemical-related sentences and paragraphs, the information is labeled
and saved in a database. In the last step, the nodes and links are created using the
labeled chemical terms to create the chemical process patent knowledge graph. The
system modules for the entire workflow are implemented using Python programs. The
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main Python package versions are listed in Appendix B. Further, Appendix A depicts the
pseudo-code of the proposed system.
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4. Case Implementation—Polymer Patent Graphs

This research chooses polymer patents for the two case examples. Polymers are
hydrogen chain molecules with large structures and weight, which are the most common
materials used in our daily lives, such as plastics and synthetic fibers [39]. From the
search of the global patent publications, the numbers of polymer patents have steadily
increased over the past decade, with more than 6000 polymer-related patents published
in 2020 [40]. For our case example, patent number US5132253A [41], the Sol-gel method
for making ceramic materials, is a classic polymer patent invented by Corning researchers
in early 1990. This patent describes a method of synthesizing alkaline earth-containing
materials by using solvent and metal processing. For the second case example, patent
number US8455097B2 [42], the coating liquid invention for covering glass fiber and rubber-
reinforcing glass fiber, is a chemical (polymer) patent, granted to Central Glass in 2013. This
patent describes a glass-fiber coating liquid for enhanced adhesion between the rubber-
reinforcing glass fiber and the base rubber. In the following sub-sections, the step-by-step
computer-supported chemical patent knowledge extraction and visualization, following
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Figure 6’s workflow, are described, and the results (of both cases’ process graphs) are
shown using the proposed methodology.

4.1. Document Preprocess

First, the HTML file is retrieved because the chemical names, amounts, and process
steps are easier to abstract in HTML than in excel or pdf file format. After downloading
the HTML file, a Python program extracts the information without HTML markups. In
our system, the description part of the patent is used as the analysis input. A program
commonly used to interpret the structure of chemicals called SMILE (simplified molecular-
input line-entry specification) is applied. SMILE is a standard specification that uses ASCII
strings to describe the molecular structure [43]. The chemical structure is converted into
characters. Some examples of conversion rules are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Some conversion rules of SMILE.

Rule Description

1 Atoms are represented by their respective atomic symbols.

2 Omit simple H connections.

3 Adjacent atoms mean connected to each other.

4 Double bond and triple bond are represented by “=“ and “#”, respectively (single bond and the
aromatic bonds can be omitted).

5 The branch is represented by “()”.

6 Use assigned numbers to indicate the atoms connected in the ring.

7 The ring structure is cleaved to form a chain structure, and the cleavage site is numbered.

Different classes of text can be found directly from HTML to obtain a specific type of
paragraphs. Google Patent’s patents have a structure that is divided into the title, abstract,
claim, description, citations, similar documents, priority and related applications, and
concepts. The specific text paragraphs are retrieved by specifying the class in HTML,
eliminating the need for the computer to analyze the complete patent. The program
extracts the description class from the HTML patent. The text is separated with line breaks
as segments and is stored in the chemical paragraph as a list. The next step is to train the
paragraph recognition model.

4.2. Chemical Paragraph Recognition Model

Training the ALBERT model and testing use 1050 USPTO patents as the dataset for
system prototyping (additional patents can be added for future system refinement). These
patents are searched and found under the relevant International Patent Classifications
(IPCs) as listed in Table 2. IPC C08, organic macromolecular compounds, are known
as polymers. The project randomly chooses 150 patents to form each sub C08 category.
Choosing chemical paragraphs and non-chemical paragraphs from these domain patents,
2294 paragraphs are retrieved for the training dataset. After splitting 90% of the dataset as
the training set and 10% for the testing dataset, the results show that the accuracy of the
model is 93.7%. Figure 7 demonstrates that the model test accuracy is 90% on average. The
loss function demonstrates that the model is not overfitting, which means that the model
is effective.

The research places tokenized paragraphs into the ALBERT model, which will recog-
nize whether the paragraph is classified as a chemical paragraph or not. The model will
mark each paragraph as yes or no. The identifier yes represents paragraphs that belong to
the chemical paragraphs set. Table 3 shows the ALBERT classification outputs of a chemical
patent [44]. Some descriptive paragraphs are recognized as non-chemical paragraphs.
Afterward, the recognized chemical paragraphs are split into sentences for the following
extraction of chemical terms.
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Table 2. List of International Patent Classifications (IPCs).

IPC Description

C08B Polysaccharides substance and its derivatives thereof.

C08C Rubbers’ treatment or the chemical modification.

C08F Macromolecular compounds are made by involving carbon-to-carbon unsaturated bonds reactions.

C08G Macromolecular compounds are made otherwise by involving carbon-to-carbon unsaturated bonds reactions.

C08H Derivatives of natural macromolecular compounds.

C08J Working-up; general processes of compounding; after-treatment.

C08K Use of inorganic or non-macromolecular organic substances as compounding ingredients.

C08L Compositions of macromolecular compounds.
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Table 3. Sample outputs of chemical and non-chemical paragraph recognition.

Paragraph Type Paragraph Example

Non-chemical
“Recently, there is a growing demand for high performance, high stability secondary batteries as electric,
electronic, communication, and computer industries have rapidly developed. Particularly, in line with

miniaturization and lightweight trends of . . . ”

Chemical
“44.0 g of acrylic acid, 55.0 g of acrylonitrile, 1.0 g of 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate, 0.25 g of

N,N-methylenebisacrylamide, 122.1 mL of a 4 mol/L sodium hydroxide aqueous solution, and 757.9 g of
ion exchange water were put in a 2000 mL solution . . . ”

The paragraphs selected for the case demonstrations were extracted using ALBERT.
Case 1: “Under nitrogen gas, 0.80 g Ba metal is first reacted with 20 mL of methanol,

with the evolution of H2. In a separate flask, 1.99 g Mg (OC2 H5)2, 2.36 g Al (OC3 H7)3,
and 2.41 g Si (OC2 H5)4 are dissolved and refluxed in 142 mL 2-methoxyethanol and 8 mL
HNO3. The resulting solution is added to the barium solution to produce a cloudy white
sol.” [41] The cloudy white sol is hydrolyzed and heated after adding other solutions to
obtain a crystallized product, which is one of the important raw materials for the final
ceramic matrix material.
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Case 2: “More specifically, 100 parts by weight of the chlorosulfonated polyethylene
(C) available as the halogen-containing polymer (G) under the trade name of TS-430 from
Tosoh Corporation, 40 parts by weight of p-dinitrosobenzene, 0.3 parts by weight of N-
N≡-hexamethylene diallylnagiimide available under the trade name of BANI-H from
Maruzen Petrochemical Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan) and 30 parts by weight of carbon black
were mixed together, followed by dispersing the resultant mixture into 1315 parts by weight
of xylene to obtain the secondary glass-fiber coating liquid. The contents percentages of
N-N≡-hexamethylene diallylnagiimide as the bis-allylnagiimide (H), p-dinitrosobenzene
as the vulcanization agent (L), and carbon black as the inorganic filler (N) in the secondary
glass-fiber coating liquid were H/G = 0.3 wt %, L/G = 40 wt % and N/G = 30 wt %,
respectively, based on the weight of the chlorosulfonated polyethylene (C).” [42] The
secondary glass-fiber coating liquid is used for enhancing adhesion between the glass fiber
and the base rubber.

4.3. Label

Each sentence that contains operation verbs represents a process step. After break-
ing down the steps, the program labels each word in the sentence. The system uses
ChemDataExtractor to do the word tokenization, which correctly identifies the material or
chemical names and labeling each word to identify different word properties. Words will
be identified in different part-of-speech processes. This project will use number, noun, and
verb to construct unit, substance, and operation verbs.

Labeling is a straight-forward rule. First, if the number is followed by a noun, combine
these two and label it as a unit. Second, if the noun is followed by adjectives or adverbs,
combine them as a noun. Third, if the noun is followed by a noun, combine these two,
and label it as a substance. Fourth, if the noun does not have a noun before and after,
it will be labeled separately as a substance. Fifth, remove the operation verb separately
and label it as an action. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, the example terms in both patents’
chem-paragraphs are properly extracted and labeled.

Table 4. Example list of chemical terms after labeling for patent US5132253A.

Term Label

“1.99 g” unit
“Mg(OC2H5)2” substance

“2.36 g” unit
“Al(OC3H7)3” substance

“2.41 g” unit
“Si(OC2H5)4” substance
“dissolved” action
“refluxed” action
“142 mL” unit

“2-methoxyethanol” substance
“8 mL” unit

“HNO3” substance

Table 5. Example list of chemical terms after labeling for patent US8455097B2.

Term Label

“100 parts” unit
“chlorosulfonated polyethylene” substance

“40 parts” unit
“p-dinitrosobenzen” substance

“0.3 parts” unit
“N-N≡-hexamethylene diallylnagiimide” substance

“30 parts” unit
“carbon black” substance

“mixed” action
“dispersing” action
“1315 parts” unit

“xylene” substance
“secondary glass-fiber coating liquid” substance
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4.4. Graph Visualization

The NetworkX program, described in Section 2.3, is adopted as the graph visualiza-
tion module. The graph generation module assists users in defining the relation-links
and nodes between chemical terms that were extracted and labeled in the previous step
(Tables 4 and 5). The elements in the From list will connect to the elements in the To list.
All elements are categorized based on their properties. After completing the link definition,
the chemical process depicting the essential chemical patent knowledge is presented as a
graph-based network.

The graph visualization prototype contains three node types: the orange node rep-
resents the unit, the gray node is a substance, and the blue node is an action. Since all
elements are labeled in categories, the labels will become the properties of the elements.
The NetworkX elements’ properties are defined as ID and type. ID is the name of element,
and the word is shown on the node. Type represents the properties of the nodes shown
in the type’s color (orange, gray, or blue). The example patent [41] knowledge graph is
shown in Figure 8. The spring layout enables the users reviewing the chemical process
graph to intuitively understand the critical processes, ingredients, amounts, and actions.
The chemical process starts from the middle of Figure 8 and ends in the upper left corner’s
“cloudy white sol” node, which is an important solution to produce ceramic matrix mate-
rial. For the second patent case [42], a knowledge graph for the given chem-paragraph is
generated and shown in Figure 9. Figures 8 and 9 show how the spring layout of a process
graph better enables the users to review and understand the chemical process by depicting
the ingredients, quantities, units, and actions. In Figure 9, the chemical process ends in the
upper right corner’s “secondary glass-fiber coating liquid,” applicable as a reinforcement
layer for enhancing adhesion between glass-fiber and its base rubber.
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5. Conclusions

The computer-supported chemical patent knowledge graph generation is a valuable
and promising research direction for visualizing chemical processes. The graph visualiza-
tion solutions demonstrate the initial research for offering a complete visual solution to
visualizing chemical process patents or other types of process patents. The results show
a new field of process research and investigation, especially adopting and developing
machine and deep learning approaches for technical document understanding, analysis,
and synthesis. The proposed method uses the ALBERT model to pre-identify the chemical
paragraphs for effective and accurate text mining of chemical text and sentences. The Net-
work X model helps define the relationships between chemical terms and their chemical
actions. The ALBERT model is trained using more than a thousand pre-labeled chemical
patent documents. This research demonstrates the integration of three key modules for
developing the computer-supported chemical patent IP knowledge graph generation sys-
tem. For future research, a user interface is required for adding multiple functions, such
as versatile visualization with drilled-down patent details, collaborative R&D chatrooms
during patent reviews, multiple patent knowledge graph comparisons, similarity analysis,
and even extrapolating information for new novel ideas. In addition, the functions of
graph editing can be enhanced to extend from a patent knowledge graph visualization to a
graph-based chemical innovation platform for collaborative R&D.
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Appendix A. List of Python Packages Versions

Python and Packages Version

Python 3.7.6
chemdataextractor 1.3.0
keras 2.4.3
matplotlib 3.3.4
networkx 2.5
numpy 1.19.2
pandas 1.2.4
tensorflow 1.13.1

Appendix B. Pseudo Code of the Proposed System

Algorithm A1. Pseudo code of the proposed system

1: for paragraph in paragraphList do
2: convert each paragraph to vectors
3: load ALBERT model //predict the paragraph
4: if paragraph ∈ chemical paragraph
5: paragraph. label (‘Yes’)
6: else
7: paragraph. label(‘No’)
8: for each paragraph and label in paragraphList do
9: if paragraph. label = ‘Yes’
10: paragraph do words tokenization then
11: PartOfSpeechList = paragraph do part-of-speech tagging
12: for each word in PartOfSpeechList do //label
13: if word. label ∈ number
14: if next word. label ∈ noun
15: NodesList. append (combine word and next word)
16: PropertyList. append(‘unit’)
17: else if word. label ∈ noun
18: if next word. label ∈ (adjective or adverb)
19: NodesList. append (combine word and next word)
20: PropertyList. append(‘noun’)
21: else if word. label ∈ operation verb
22: NodesList. append (word)
23: PropertyList. append(‘action’)
24: counter = 0
25: for counter in range (0, length (NodesList)) do
26: if PropertyList[counter] = ‘noun’
27: if PropertyList[counter+1] = ‘noun’
28: NodesList. combine NodesList[counter] and NodesList[counter+1]
29: pop PropertyList[counter+1]
30: else
31: PropertyList[counter] = ‘substance’
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